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Abstract—In this research, we propose a new approach on how human and technology interact with each other. Here, by enhancing
the current HCI framework, it will enable interaction between human and technology become more effective and ideally. The aim of
this research is to create an Intelligent Interactive Multimedia by converging the intention of spectator and multimedia creator.
Several methods are proposed to achieve the conception of Intelligent Interactive Multimedia. Digital Drawing Block is the interactive
multimedia with the initial intention of multimedia creator and it forms an interaction with spectator. Spectator intention has been
categorized into four common categories, additionally, five features of hand gesture recognition is proposed to deduce the spectator
intention. All these five features will be captured by the web-cam during the spectator’s interaction with the Digital Drawing Block.
Moreover, captured features will be sent to the machine learning for analyzing. Proposed user models are to assist the machine
learning to evaluate the most appropriate category of human behaviour which matches the spectator actual intention. Lastly, graphic
that represents spectator intention will be generated together with the initial intention of multimedia creator. The new creation from
spectator and multimedia creator will be displayed through the Digital Drawing Block. The conception of Intelligent Interactive
Multimedia can represent as 70%’s effort of Multimedia Creator + 30%’s effort of spectator.
Keywords— Human Computer Interaction, Interactive Multimedia, Intelligent, User Modelling, Bayesian Network, Human
Behaviour

I. INTRODUCTION
The emerging world has transformed the way human
interact with the machine and also the way machine interact
with the human. In early time, machine helped to solve the
preformulated problem and to process the data according to
the predetermined procedures [1]. When time goes by,
research has devoted a big contribution into the area of
communication or interaction between human and machine.
Researchers emphasizes that the way human interact with the
machine should be ease and naturalness by using the intrinsic
features that available from human for example hands, eyes,
fingers and etc [2]. Recent progression of research, the
researchers are working toward the direction of human
behaviour is engaged into the machine and further extend to
the machine is furnished with intelligence and it is able to
perform according to the need of human during the interaction
[3].
In this research, we presents a digital drawing block which
demonstrates an intention of spectator and multimedia creator

is converged, furthermore, to produce a new piece of creation.
This piece of new creation is actually a combination effort or
intention of spectator and multimedia creator through the
intention converging. In addition, this piece of new creation
shows spectator and multimedia creator’s intention or effort
being utilised and appreciated, it is also engender a unique
piece of creation from different participation of spectator.
Moreover, enjoyment and satisfaction of multimedia creator
and spectator is increased and fulfilled, due to, amount of
communication exchange between spectator and multimedia
creator is adequate.
The aim of this research is to converge the intention of
spectator and multimedia creator and produce a new piece of
well communicated creation upon the perception of
multimedia creator and spectator. Firstly, a Digital Drawing
Block will be presented to the spectator with the initiate
intention of the multimedia creator. After that, human
computing approach is adopted, so that, the spectator can
interact with the Digital Drawing Block in effortlessness,
intuitive and naturalness with hand gesture. Adjacent,
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computer vision technology is implemented and served a
purpose of observer to observe and capture spectator’s gesture
during the interaction. Consecutively, this capture features
from the spectator’s gesture proposed in this paper will be
speed, movement, location, angle, time and distance. These
features used to construct a feature database and then sent to
machine learning for recognition. Machine learning technique
proposed in this paper is Bayesian Network, it performances a
human behaviour recognition based on the feature data
gathered from the proposed feature code. Eventually, the
machine learning deduces and determines the spectator’s
actual behaviour consequently classifies it to the rightful
human behaviour category, graphic which represented
intention of spectator will be generated accordingly. Finally,
Digital Drawing Block exhibits the new creation which
converge the intention of multimedia creator and spectator.
The research paper is organized as follow. A concise
related works is explained in section II, followed by, proposed
method and outlines conceptual idea graphically in section III.
Section IV is conclusion and future works to conclude
research work done in this paper and future enhancement.
II. RELATED WORK
Contemporary, Interactive multimedia has a great
progression in Entertainment E-learning and Gaming, as well
as, it becomes more pervasive today. Media revolution had
transformed Interactive Multimedia from CD-ROM to
Computer Vision Technology and embedded learning agent to
enhance the interaction experience of spectator, in additional,
linking the technology to real world [4]. Nevertheless, the
method and amount of information exchange between
multimedia creator and spectator is still limited, which result
in interaction and enjoyment of spectator is restricted [5].
Moreover, [6] has pointed critical challenges in media today
and future which is obtaining higher priority to be addressed
and resolved. They are personalization, media should allow
for incredibly efficient way of allocating the desired
information based on user preferences and user profile.
Followed by, adaptive multimedia content, it creates new
approaches to media containers that allow a semantic-based,
personalized creation and deliver concept. Lastly, content
mobility and accessibility, media should adapt to a form that
suits and bring ease the user at a given moment in time and
independent of locations and devices.
Human Computer Interaction is widely recognized as an
interdisciplinary field [7]. [8] has stated HCI is a discipline
concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of
interactive computer systems for human use, including the
study of major development surrounding HCI. HCI is
concerned with the joint performance of tasks by human and
machines, as well as, the communication’s structure between
human and machine, importantly, human capabilities to use
machines (including the learn ability of interfaces). HCI is
constantly defining new modalities of communication, and
new ways of interacting with machines [9]. [10] has
acknowledged that gestures are a most naturalness and userfriendly interaction to convey information for which other
modalities are not efficient or suitable. It can be used as a
single modality, or combined in multimodal interaction
schemes.

In order to converge the intention of multimedia creator
and spectator, feature extraction from hand gesture of
spectator is used. Hand gesture feature’s code is studied in this
research to discover the best fit feature’s code for hand gesture.
[11] proposed combined features of location, angle and
velocity as hand gesture recognition. There are several
methods of representing such hand’s gesture trajectory feature:
Cartesian velocity, and the polar and angular velocities
proposed by [12], the two-dimensional edge and the time edge
proposed by [13], and the raw position. Besides that,
according to [11], there are many feature types such as the
chain code, mesh code, momentum, and the MRF,
nevertheless, all these features are based on only three basic
features from a gesture trajectory which is location,
orientation and velocity. [14] proposed feature’s code which is
able to reveal the meaning behind of the hand gesture is size,
gesture timing, point of articulation and locus.
User modeling contains the system’s assumptions about all
aspects of the user which are considered relevant for tailoring
the dialog behavior of the system to user [15]. [16] has
claimed that the more user models have accommodated, only
then the need of different kind of users are able to be fulfilled.
In this related work, the author is comprehensible elucidate
and elaborate the limitations and challenges sustain in today
Interactive Multimedia. This research is focus in the method
or ways to produce a more personalize interactive multimedia
and to ensure sufficient communication is transmitted between
spectator and multimedia creator. Moreover, concise
introduction of Human Computer Interaction and which is the
better way of interaction between human and machine. By the
following, feature’s code studies to determine the best suitable
feature’s code for hand gesture. As well as, further illustration
of feature’s code proposed and algorithm will be obtainable in
Proposed Method. Lastly, different kind of user modelling
will be accommodated in this paper comprehensively.
Eventually, Bayesian Network will be used to evaluate the
user modelling and delivery the final outcome which is the
most similar and match to the spectator actual intention.
III. PROPOSED METHOD.
A. Human Computer Interaction
In this section, the author is demonstrate the enhancement
of Human Computer Framework in fig. 2, it is referred to the
current HCI Framework proposed by [17] in fig.1 A
Framework of broad HCI issues and concerns by
implementing an intention converging stage to combine the
Technology and Human in Human Computer Interaction
framework. Human Computer Interaction has rapidly growth
in past decade, fig. 1 shows that broad HCI issues and
concerns. According to [17], human’s behaviour or intention
must be accommodated during the system development, only
then, the system is adaptive to the need of human. However,
in the emerging world today, interaction between human and
technology no longer design to adapt to any party, but is to
establish a communication bridge between technology and
spectator. In fig.2, communication bridge is establish in
intention converging stage to discover the intention of both
human and technology, eventually, produce a new intelligent
creation. New intelligent creation is contains well
communicated information between technology and human,
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mutual understanding formed, effort of human and technology
creator is acknowledged. As well as, ideally output (eg.
application, interactive multimedia, system) generated which
fulfilled desire of Human and Technology. Fig.3 is briefly
described about the high-level process in Intention
Converging Stage.

Fig.3 High –Level process of Intention Converging Stage

Fig. 1 A Framework of broad HCI issues and concerns

B. Human Behaviour Classification
Numerous researches have been carried out in Human
behaviour field in past decade. Nevertheless, there is not a
standard or discipline to tell or conclude how human usually
behave. Human behaviour is usually erratic and uncertain.
Sometime, humans behave differently because of his or her
goals have changed. In order to solve this problem, we
proposed a common classification of Human Behaviour as
shown in Table 1. This common classification of human
behavior is proposed to give a generic perception to Interactive
Multimedia that human will behave. Furthermore, this Human
Behavior Category will be used to draw or generate a graphic
which represented intention of spectator.
TABLE I
HUMAN BEHAVIOUR CATEGORY

HB

Human Behaviour Category
Active
Moderate
Inactive

No Action

C. Feature Code Proposed
The features are gathered through the hand gesture
recognition. The accuracy of result returned of human
behaviour is very depending on how appropriate the feature is
being defined to deduce meaning behind of the hand gesture.
There are five features have proposed Movement, Speed,
Location, Distance and Time. In this research, the author
claimed that movement and speed will be the critical or
important features to determine the rightful intention of
spectator.
1) Distance: To measure the distance from two successive
points. Euclidean distance is proposed to calculate the
distance as shown in 1.
݀݅ݔ(݁ܿ݊ܽݐݏ,  = )ݕඥ(ݔଶ − ݔଵ )ଶ + (ݕଶ − ݕଵ )ଶ

Fig. 2 A Framework of Converging Multimedia Creator’s intention and
Spectator’s intention in HCI

(1)

2) Time: To find out total time consumes during the
interaction and it will reflect the activeness of a spectator
during his/her interaction in front of the interactive
multimedia. Equation of getting time in milliseconds shown in
equation 2.
ݐ௦ = ݐௗ − ݐ௦௧௧
(2)
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3) Movement: The essential step in hand motion tracking
is to determine the motion of hand gesture from one frame to
the next frame in sequence. This research deploys haar
casacade for hand detection and hand tracking algorithm will
be based on the hand's different sum pixel from one frame to
next frame as shown in 3 and find out the total of movement
in 5s as shown in 4, 5, and 6.
ܲ(ݔ, = )ݕ



௫ ᇲ ஸ௫, ௬ᇱஸ௬

݅( ݔᇱ ,  ݕᇱ )

ܹℎ݁݊ ܲ(ݔଵ , ݕଵ ) ≠ ܲ(ݔଶ , ݕଶ ),
∴ ݉ = ݐ݊݁݉݁ݒ1,
ܶ = ܯ1 + ⋯ + ݊

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Fig. 5 Human Behaviour corresponds with Features.

4) Speed: Speed feature is based on the fact that each
gesture is made at different speeds. For example, a simple
gesture, for moving hand right to left and repeating generate
almost non-varying speed but for the moving hand from right
to up then to down then right will have varying speeds during
the hand motion. The biggest size of speed, the fastest it is
during the interaction. Speed is measure by two succussive
point divided by time in equation 7.
ܵெ =

௦௧
்

(7)

5) Location: To identify position of hand motion during
the interaction. Equation 8 is used to calculate angle of the
position of hand motion start from the centre point (ܺ௧ ,ܻ௧ ), the
biggest size of angle in degree, the most activeness of hand
motion is moving from one point to another point as shown in
Fig.4.

D. User Modelling Evaluated by Bayesian Network
Three generic user models are proposed for user modelling.
First proposed user model is an extreme structure as shown in
Table II. Second proposed user model is a mixture structure as
shown in Table III. Third proposed user model is an error
structure as shown in Table IV. Certainly, there will be more
and more user model to be proposed and considered in
development phase. These three generic user models will
serve as a strategy to help Bayesian Network to determine
what the most accurate Human Behaviour to be returned is.
Bayesian Network will perform the task of analyzing and
determining based of the strategy received and to discover the
most accurate Human Behaviour which match to the spectator
actual intention.
TABLE II
USER MODEL 1

TABLE III
USER MODEL 2

Fig. 4 Feature between two points of gesture sequence [11]

(8)

6) Summarization of two core features versus Human
Behaviour: In fig. 5 shows human behaviour corresponds
with two core features gathered from hand detection. The
highest percentage of speed and movement results active’s
human behaviour, while the percentage of speed and
movement falls in between 0 – 50% will result no action
performed from the spectator in front of the digital drawing
block and so on so forth.
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TABLE IV
USER MODEL 3

IV. CONCLUSIONS

[4]

In this research, we presented the momentous enhancement
of current HCI framework by implementing the intention
converging stage. Several methods are proposed to achieve
intelligent interactive multimedia by converging the intention
of spectator and multimedia creator. There is an enhancement
to the framework of Human Computer Interaction, Human
Behaviour’s Category Classification, and Feature’s code
proposed to deduce meaning of the hand gesture. Bayesian
Network is used to evaluate and determine the spectator’s
behaviour according to the User Modelling proposed.
Moreover, this momentous enhancement has brought the way
human interact with the machine into new milestone and it
become more effective in HCI. Furthermore, this research is
believed to have a significant contribution in entertainment,
gaming and e-learning field. Current growth of e-learning,
instructors or tutor (technology) is replaced by the multimedia
(studying material) and student (user) is able to do distance
learning. Student’s perception always is the research focus
area to deliver an adaptive multimedia which improves the
student learning ability. Nevertheless, the intention or thought
of instructors or tutor (technology) to convey knowledge
always be neglected. Once the intention converging stage is
adopted in e-learning, mutual communication is established
between technology and human, only then, an effective and
ideally multimedia (studying material) will be delivered. The
author strongly deem that technology and human should
TALK, instead of ADAPT. Along with incredible way that
human interact with machine proposed in this research will
become the future trends in both HCI and Interactive
Multimedia. Future work of this research is experimental
works should be carried out based on the several methods
proposed in this paper, so that, conception of Intelligent
Interactive Multimedia will become more substantial.

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

NOMENCLATURE
Subscripts
HCI Human Computer Interaction
IIM Intelligent Interactive Multimedia
MRF Markov Random Field
TM Total Movement
ܵெ Speed per Movement
C
Current

[16]
[17]
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